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Abstract

Research on connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) has been gaining substantial momentum in recent years. However, the

vast amount of literature sources results in a wide range of applied tools and datasets, assumed methodology to investigate the

potential impacts of future CAVs traffic, and, consequently, differences in the obtained findings. This limits the scope of their

comparability and applicability and calls for a proper standardization in this field of research. The objective of this paper is to

contribute towards bridging this gap by providing a summary of the state-of-the-art  literature review regarding microscopic

simulation models for connected and automated vehicles.
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1. Introduction

Connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) are widely expected to bring a profound revolution in transportation

systems.  Although  the  timeline  and  the  means  of  introducing  CAVs  on  a  massive  scale  are  unknown,  many

automotive and IT companies  already work on self-driving cars  (or software/hardware/services  for them), with

plenty of trials and pilot projects on testing self-driving cars and CAVs. Similarly, standards for communication

between  vehicles  (V2V  -  vehicle-to-vehicle  communication,  and  V2I  -  vehicle-to-infrastructure)  are  being
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developed. Consequently, research interest in CAVs has been growing substantially in recent years, and there is an

abundant  amount  of  literature  findings  regarding  the  potential  impacts  of  CAVs  on  travel  safety,  network

performance, interactions in a mixed traffic conditions, travel behavior etc. However, the majority of such studies

have various assumptions regarding  their  methodological  framework,  scenario  evaluation and analysis  settings.

Consequently, a proper standardization of these studies is missing. Furthermore, these research studies formulated

numerous modelling approaches to describe the CAVs traffic, which yet vary significantly as with regard to the

traffic model, CAVs dynamics representation, input, parameters and calibration methods. Hence, the CAV-related

works tend to differ  substantially in their output observations and conclusions, which causes  incomparable,  not

transferable, and sometimes also not repeatable study results. In addition, the lack of input data required to calibrate

traffic  models for CAVs and validate the results of simulations deepens the problem of getting reliable results.

Therefore, we diagnosed that there is a need for an in-depth literature review, which will reveal the state-of-the-art

research achievements regarding CAVs simulation models and their underlying methodological assumptions.

This work is a step toward satisfying the mentioned need, we aim to provide a wider analysis of papers focusing

on development or application of simulation models of traffic with CAVs, including the variable input and control

methods  relevant  in  describing  the  traffic  dynamics  and  mutual  interactions  of  CAVs.  The  paper  summarizes

microscopic  models  including  CAVs,  which  are  analyzed  and  applied  in  various  scientific  papers.  Section  II

contains a review of such models, while Section III concludes our findings and proposes guides for future research.

2. Methods and models for CAVs simulation

Since there  are  still  no established universal  standards  for  building self-driving cars  and car  companies  and

researchers test different approaches and various algorithms, there are also no established mathematical models for

simulating traffic with such cars. In case of traffic consisting of only conventional (human-driven) cars, we can

distinguish a few principal categories of simulation models, ranging from the macroscopic level (in which traffic is

represented in terms of relations between aggregated values such as speed, flow, density), through mesoscopic level

(in which cars travel in homogenous packets and change their behavior only in case of special events, such as

turning  or  stopping before  a  red  signal)  to  microscopic  level  (models  which  assume a  detailed,  disaggregated

representation of traffic systems with cars/drivers represented as separate agents governed by special rules) or even

nanoscopic level (in which the internal representation of the cars’ state is also modeled). The manifold quantity of

available models is justified because traffic models are only approximations of very complex and unpredictable real-

world traffic systems, so different models may be suitable for specific purposes depending on specific needs and

applications.  However,  in  contrast  to  conventional  cars,  for  which  the  human-driver’s  behavior  is  mostly

unpredictable (and can be only approximated by analyzing large amounts of data coming from sensors), in case of

CAVs the algorithms governing their behavior may be well-known a priori. However, it is not sure if they will be

open and available,  plus,  it  may be computationally difficult  to evaluate  them, especially  in cases  of complex

interactions with the environment, so there will be still a need for models approximating real traffic with CAVs (and

such models may have better compatibility with the real-world traffic than in case of models of traffic with only

human drivers). Therefore, it justifies the necessity to study models of traffic including CAVs, which already found

numerous applications in evaluating scenarios and exploring the future of automated and connected transport.

2.1. Microscopic models for CAVs 

In microscopic traffic models, vehicles are represented as separate agents, whose motion is governed by specific

rules.  Those agents  may be in  interaction,  which also has  an  impact  on their  behavior.  There  are  many well-

established microscopic models for conventional vehicles, such as Gipps model [2], Wiedemann model [3], Nagel-

Schreckenberg model [4] or Intelligent Driver  Model [5].  Since introduction of automation and communication

between vehicles may significantly change vehicles’ behavior on a microscopic level, it is clear that a need for new

microscopic models including CAVs emerged and many new microscopic models have recently appeared, along

with studies using such models.
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Gaspar et al. [6] proposed an energy-efficient predicted cruise control strategy which is able to adapt to the

motion  of  the  surrounding  vehicles  (thanks  to  V2V  and  I2V  communications),  attempting  to  minimize  fuel

consumption while not deteriorating traffic conditions. In this way, a balance between the designed speed and the

flow of the local traffic can be guaranteed.

Chin et al. [7]  present cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) of multiple cars in automated/unautomated

mixed traffic. In order to take into account unautomated cars, the vehicle maneuver is expressed as a PrARX model

that is a continuous approximation of a hybrid dynamical system. The PrARX model describes the driver's logical

decision  making  as  well  as  continuous  maneuver  in  a  uniform manner.  The  acceleration  inputs  of  automated

vehicles  are  computed  in  model  predictive  control  framework  where  the  state  equation  includes  a  platoon of

automated and un-automated cars coupled with PrARX driver models. For computing assisting outputs in real time,

a fast computation method for nonlinear model predictive control based on the continuation technique is employed.

Simulation  studies  of  the  proposed  CACC  system  indicates  that  explicit  prediction  of  unautomated  cars  and

adjusting behavior of CACC vehicles improves the overall stability of the platoon.

Xiao et al. [8] proposed a realistic and collision-free multi-regime car-following model for CACC, combining a

realistic CACC system with driver intervention for vehicle longitudinal motions. The proposed model was tested in

a wide range of scenarios (three regular scenarios of stop-and-go, approaching, and cut-out maneuvers, as well as

two extreme safety concerned maneuvers of hard brake and cut-in) to explore model performance and collision

possibilities and it turned out that the proposed model is collision free in the full-speed-range operation with leader

accelerations within -1 to 1 m/s² and in approaching and cut-out scenarios.

Similarly,  Li  and  Ma  [9]  proposed  a  Collision-Free  car-Following  Model  (CFFM),  a  CACC  controller

prioritizing safety.  In particular,  they simulated a string of 8 vehicles  for different  scenarios,  proving that  it  is

collision free under all circumstances of hard braking, it has a good string stability (stability of a platoon of vehicles

over space under the influence of a small perturbation that is originated from the first vehicle of the platoon) and it is

efficient. The first step is to obtain an acceleration set that can ensure safety under predictable dangerous conditions,

and then to decide  on the exact  acceleration  by considering efficiency  and comfort.  Based on subject  and the

preceding (leading) vehicle data obtained from connected vehicles, the following vehicle can determine its objective

acceleration through CFFM. Compared to existing semi-automated cooperative driving car-following models, the

advantages and disadvantages of CFFM as they relate to safety, efficiency and string stability are evaluated. Results

show that CFFM can guarantee safety under both gentle and hard braking of preceding vehicles at any time and thus

can be used in complex traffic  environments,  namely congested urban roads.  Moreover,  it  is demonstrated that

CFFM has outstanding performance in terms of both efficiency and string stability. Comparison with Newell’s

trajectory replication model [10] shows that CFFM is a practical model that both accomplishes trajectory replication

and also supplements it in that Newell’s rule is only applicable in stable car-following scenarios while the CFFM

can be applied in a variety of scenarios including catching-up.

In [11], Lu et al. presented a microscopic model incorporating a lane friction effect. The revised model has been

calibrated  using archived  data from a complicated  13 mile long stretch  of  the northbound SR99 freeway  near

Sacramento, California. The corridor included multiple bottlenecks, multiple entry and exit ramps, and HOV lane.

Calibration results showed very good agreement between field data (present fleet) and model predictions.

In [12], Rahman et al. presented an evaluation framework for the application of a driver’s car-following behavior

model in CACC system design to ensure user acceptance in terms of vehicle dynamics and string stability. The

authors adopted two widely used driver car-following behavior models, the optimum velocity model (OVM) [13]

and the intelligent driver model (IDM) [5] to prove the efficacy of the evaluation framework developed in that

research for CACC system design. A platoon of six vehicles was simulated for three traffic flow states (uniform

speed,  speed  with constant  acceleration,  and  speed  with constant  deceleration),  with different  acceleration  and

deceleration  rates.  The maximum acceleration  or  deceleration  and  the sum of the squares  of  the errors  of  the

follower vehicle speed were measured to evaluate user acceptance in terms of vehicle dynamics and string stability.
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Analysis of the simulation results revealed that the OVM performed better at modeling a CACC system than did the

IDM  in  terms  of  acceptable  vehicle  dynamics  and  string  stability.  The  result  becomes  especially  important

considering that the IDM’s adoption is a popular way to model traffic on a microscopic level, also including CAVs.

The aforementioned IDM is a car-following model which describes the dynamics of the positions and velocities

of single vehicles using ordinary differential equations. Although IDM was developed to model accurately human-

driver behaviour [5], its extensions have also found applications in research on CAVs. For instance, in [14], Khan et

al. used an acceleration component of IDM and integrated it with a lane-changing model MOBIL [15] in order to

find the optimal lane-changing strategy. A modified IDM is also introduced as a baseline model for comparison

purposes in [16], where Bae et al. aim to find optimal speed trajectories minimizing the fuel consumption. However,

the algorithm developed by the authors outperforms modified IDM. It turns out that thanks to V2I communication,

traffic signal timing awareness can help the vehicle avoid unnecessary deceleration or idles (and reduce wasted

energy), without sacrificing the arrival time at the destination. In [17], Liu et al. also modified IDM to capture the

drivers’ perception of traffic conditions thanks to V2V communication. The study considered only human-driven

vehicles (a human driver of a connected vehicle not only takes into account the behavior of the immediate leader,

but also receives the movement information of several connected vehicles ahead), but it showed that connectivity

may improve the traffic. It turned out that the new model is more stable than the original IDM model. However,

experiments were conducted only for a single level of a penetration rate (35%). Similar results are shown in [18],

where stability of CAV-IDM (being extension of IDM for the case of connected vehicles) was investigated and it

turned  out  that  the  local  stability  (any  sufficiently  small  initial  perturbation  always  remains  small)  and  string

stability are significantly enhanced thanks to the introduction of connectivity.

Another popularly used microscopic model for CAVs is a model introduced by Talebpour and Mahmassani [19].

The authors review several other microscopic models and introduce a new model consisting of a few variants:

● no automation and no communication capability (only acceleration model adopted from [20])

● active V2V communication (adoption of IDM)

● inactive V2V communication 

● active V2I communication

● inactive V2I communication

● autonomous vehicles (based on studies of van Arem at al. [21] and Reece et al. [22])  

The work  of  Talebpour  and  Mahmassani  analyzes  also  stability  and  effectiveness  in  preventing  shockwave

formation and propagation on one-lane highway (no lane-changing) with a various number of vehicles in platoons.

Their model found applications also in other works, e.g., Talebpour et al. [23] used it also to model driver behavior

in  a  connected  driving  environment  with  connected  vehicles.  They  also  included  a  lane-changing  model  in  a

connected environment, which was earlier introduced in [24]. The acceleration model from [19] was also applied in

Makridis et al. [25]. They studied a realistic road network, ring road of Antwerp, and considered 3 types of vehicles:

● Manual Vehicles, for which they used a modified Gipps car following model from Aimsun [2]

● Autonomous Vehicles (AVs), for which they used a model introduced by Shladover [26]

● CAVs, for which they used the aforementioned model introduced by Talebpour and Mahmassani [19].

21 different combinations of mixed vehicle types were implemented, for penetration rates ranging from 0% to

100% with 20% step. In addition, three different  traffic demand scenarios were tested, one with travel demand

corresponding to an estimated peak demand based on real counts, another, with an estimated peak demand increased

by 20% and another decreased by 20%, making a total of 63 scenarios tested. The results are that AVs introduction

over  the network has  a negative impact  even at  very low penetration  rates.  This can be linked with increased

headways in comparison with human-driven vehicles, which are imposed mainly for safety-related reasons. Human

drivers take risks while driving, trying to predict the movement of other neighbouring vehicles. On the other hand,

AVs should not take any risk under any conditions, which eventually leads to more conservative headway thresholds

on the road. Moreover, the maximum acceleration in AVs is lower than the one on manual vehicles and this is

something that can be already observed in ACC systems of commercially available vehicles. As a consequence, the
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flow downstream of a bottleneck  is reduced,  deteriorating the situation upstream. The ACC model used in the

simulations has also been tested for one section networks and the capacity was not much smaller than the default

case. In contrast to AVs, the impact of CAVs in the network is positive and it is improved as the penetration of

CAVs increases. CAVs that follow AVs or manually driven vehicles react  as AVs, since they do not have any

information from other vehicles to make use of their connectivity and cooperation functionalities. Moreover, on low

penetration rates, the probability of a CAV following another CAV to form a connected platoon is much smaller

than the probability of a CAV following a manually driven vehicle or an AV. Hence most CAVs act  as AVs,

demanding larger  headways  to cruising or  lane changing.  The probability  of  two CAVs to be able to connect

increases with the introduction of more CAVs over the network. With higher penetration of CAVs gaps are smaller,

lane changes are easier and the traffic streams are more stable, able to absorb oscillations without traffic breakdown

occurring. Consequently, the harmonic average speed remains high, even for the large demand scenarios.

There are also some other interesting approaches to microscopic traffic modelling, e.g., in [27], Hu et al. studied

lane assignment strategies for CAVs in a highway scenario and their impact on the overall traffic efficiency and

safety. They formulated a model of CAVs, which includes three features: traffic data available online, ultra-short

reaction time, and cooperative driving. Based on this model, the authors propose a novel lane change maneuver,

Politely Change Lane (PCL), which achieves the tradeoff between traffic safety and efficiency. Its effectiveness is

validated  and  evaluated  by extensive  simulations.  The performance shows that  PCL improves  both safety  and

efficiency of the overall traffic, especially with heavy traffic. Antoniotti et al. [28] applied their original algorithm

for a 10km highway section with 3 merge junctions and 3 exit ramps. Many other publications are also focused on

implementing different scenarios for CAVs in highway sections [29, 30].

Another approach is presented in Gora et al. [31], where the authors introduced a microscopic model based on

BDI (Beliefs-Desires-Intentions) originating from the field of multiagent systems [32]. The main objective of an

agent is to satisfy its desires by completing some well-defined goals. In order to plan and execute actions that lead to

meeting established goals,  an agent  needs  to  gain knowledge about the environment.  All  information on other

agents, obstacles etc form agent beliefs (and can be acquired using sensors). Desires represent rules that a vehicle

obeys and general requirements it is committed to fulfill (e.g., reaching a destination point, preventing collision). A

single intention describes the required vehicle's state which consists of all vehicle’s dynamic data (e.g., position,

speed). A single simulation step involves:

● communication - vehicles retrieve information on the environment

● deliberation - planning actions which should be executed in the next step 

● execution - actions planned for the current step are performed, vehicles move forward 

Originally, deliberation was implemented as a set of hard-coded rules, but potentially, methods based on artificial

intelligence may be involved as well.

In  [33],  Jaworski  et  al.  proposed  a  microscopic  traffic  simulation model  with nanoscopic  components.  The

vehicles  can  be  simulated  down  to  basic  physical  properties  including,  e.g.,  throttle  and  brake  settings,  fuel

consumption. This allows in-depth behavioral analysis of individual vehicles and the whole traffic flow as a result of

use of different  traffic  management systems. It  doesn’t  introduce a new model for  autonomous vehicles,  but it

allows investigating inter-vehicle interactions including platooning behavior and its consequences such as the string

stability  problem. The major  application of this  simulator  is  assessing performance of  ITS and vehicle control

systems, which was used in a cloud-based traffic management system operating in a connected environment [34].

Similar approaches for traffic management in connected environments were presented, e.g., in [35], [36], and

microscopic  simulation models  involved were  implemented  in  VISSIM (but  without  autonomy) and  in Traffic

Simulation Framework, respectively.

VISSIM is a widely used tool for running microscopic simulations, also in cases with autonomous vehicles. The

default underlying model is a Wiedemann model [3] which can be further extended for the purpose of simulating

traffic including CAVs [37]. VISSIM provides 3 interfaces (DriverModel.dll, DrivingSimulator.dll, COM Interface),
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case. In contrast to AVs, the impact of CAVs in the network is positive and it is improved as the penetration of

CAVs increases. CAVs that follow AVs or manually driven vehicles react  as AVs, since they do not have any

information from other vehicles to make use of their connectivity and cooperation functionalities. Moreover, on low

penetration rates, the probability of a CAV following another CAV to form a connected platoon is much smaller

than the probability of a CAV following a manually driven vehicle or an AV. Hence most CAVs act  as AVs,

demanding larger  headways  to cruising or  lane changing.  The probability  of  two CAVs to be able to connect

increases with the introduction of more CAVs over the network. With higher penetration of CAVs gaps are smaller,

lane changes are easier and the traffic streams are more stable, able to absorb oscillations without traffic breakdown

occurring. Consequently, the harmonic average speed remains high, even for the large demand scenarios.

There are also some other interesting approaches to microscopic traffic modelling, e.g., in [27], Hu et al. studied

lane assignment strategies for CAVs in a highway scenario and their impact on the overall traffic efficiency and

safety. They formulated a model of CAVs, which includes three features: traffic data available online, ultra-short

reaction time, and cooperative driving. Based on this model, the authors propose a novel lane change maneuver,

Politely Change Lane (PCL), which achieves the tradeoff between traffic safety and efficiency. Its effectiveness is

validated  and  evaluated  by extensive  simulations.  The performance shows that  PCL improves  both safety  and

efficiency of the overall traffic, especially with heavy traffic. Antoniotti et al. [28] applied their original algorithm

for a 10km highway section with 3 merge junctions and 3 exit ramps. Many other publications are also focused on

implementing different scenarios for CAVs in highway sections [29, 30].

Another approach is presented in Gora et al. [31], where the authors introduced a microscopic model based on

BDI (Beliefs-Desires-Intentions) originating from the field of multiagent systems [32]. The main objective of an

agent is to satisfy its desires by completing some well-defined goals. In order to plan and execute actions that lead to

meeting established goals,  an agent  needs  to  gain knowledge about the environment.  All  information on other

agents, obstacles etc form agent beliefs (and can be acquired using sensors). Desires represent rules that a vehicle

obeys and general requirements it is committed to fulfill (e.g., reaching a destination point, preventing collision). A

single intention describes the required vehicle's state which consists of all vehicle’s dynamic data (e.g., position,

speed). A single simulation step involves:

● communication - vehicles retrieve information on the environment

● deliberation - planning actions which should be executed in the next step 

● execution - actions planned for the current step are performed, vehicles move forward 

Originally, deliberation was implemented as a set of hard-coded rules, but potentially, methods based on artificial

intelligence may be involved as well.

In  [33],  Jaworski  et  al.  proposed  a  microscopic  traffic  simulation model  with nanoscopic  components.  The

vehicles  can  be  simulated  down  to  basic  physical  properties  including,  e.g.,  throttle  and  brake  settings,  fuel

consumption. This allows in-depth behavioral analysis of individual vehicles and the whole traffic flow as a result of

use of different  traffic  management systems. It  doesn’t  introduce a new model for  autonomous vehicles,  but it

allows investigating inter-vehicle interactions including platooning behavior and its consequences such as the string

stability  problem. The major  application of this  simulator  is  assessing performance of  ITS and vehicle control

systems, which was used in a cloud-based traffic management system operating in a connected environment [34].

Similar approaches for traffic management in connected environments were presented, e.g., in [35], [36], and

microscopic  simulation models  involved were  implemented  in  VISSIM (but  without  autonomy) and  in Traffic

Simulation Framework, respectively.

VISSIM is a widely used tool for running microscopic simulations, also in cases with autonomous vehicles. The

default underlying model is a Wiedemann model [3] which can be further extended for the purpose of simulating

traffic including CAVs [37]. VISSIM provides 3 interfaces (DriverModel.dll, DrivingSimulator.dll, COM Interface),

6 / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2020) 000–000

which  allows to adapt  internal  driving parameters:  car  following model,  speeds and  lane change  behavior.  [3]

includes  information  on  how to  modify  specific  Wiedemann  model  parameters  to  achieve  a  desired  behavior.

VISSIM has been already used in several researches concerning CAVs, e.g., in modelling parking behavior of AVs

[38] Wiedemann model was used with default settings as per manual, flatter speed distribution and an acceleration

distribution were set according to Le Vine et al.  [39]. They investigated the impact of various penetration rates of

AVs, demand, number of lanes and various configurations of parkings on average delay, average stops, total travel

time  and  average  speed.  They  observed,  e.g.,  a  slow  improvement  in  network  performance  until  40%  AV

penetration rate and a reduction in network performance after 60% AV penetration rate. Zhixia Li et al. [40] used

simulation based on VISSIM with implemented ACUTA system (autonomous control of urban traffic). It was tested

on an isolated intersection to get adequate results of autonomous intersection control, which could be helpful in

managing different AV penetration rates. Felicia Bohm et al. [41] simulated a large urban area in VISSIM with

Enviver to estimate and compare vehicle emissions in different scenarios.  They match various parameters  with

vehicle delays, number of stops and speed to find the best solution. This study shows that AVs are likely to lower

the fuel consumption and minimise emissions in cities.

Finally, another popular traffic simulator used in CAVs research is  "Simulation of Urban MObility" (SUMO)

[42],   a  microscopic,  space-continuous road  traffic  simulation.  For instance,  it  was used to study the effect  of

different platoon configurations on travel time of the delivery CAVs [43] and to study road capacity with CAVs

[44].

3. Conclusions and future work

The presented analysis of papers related to microscopic models of CAVs showed a large amount of approaches.

Although some models are applied more often, there are no universal methods and it is difficult to compare different

models and draw proper conclusions regarding the outcomes. One of the important reasons is the lack of empirical

CAVs data which could be used for a precise calibration and validation of models. Also, the algorithms for CAVs

are still under development, so it is not obvious which models may eventually become the most accurate and useful.

It may turn out that the development of microscopic simulation models of CAVs may also lead to the development

of better control algorithms of CAVs in real traffic. 

To  tackle  the  aforementioned  challenges,  we  recommend:  building  a  repository  of  real-world  data  (e.g.,

trajectories) for CAVs, establishing standards for building, calibrating and validating traffic models of CAV using

real-world data, building scenarios (e.g., standard road networks) to conduct experiments for CAVs, developing a

generic, open, software-agnostic benchmarking platform for the evaluation of alternative modelling approaches and

conducting further metaresearch to build a database of models and research works with information about their

assumptions, inputs, outcomes, scope of applicability, in order to ensure comparability and reproducibility of results.

Regarding future research, mesoscopic and macroscopic simulation models of CAVs will be also investigated,

more  focus  on  applications  of  models  and  on  comparison  of  outcomes  from  different  researches  which  use

simulation models for CAVs will be given. Lastly, datasets and input parameters used in different studies will be

thoroughly  reviewed  to  provide  better  understanding  of  applicability  and  reliability  of  models  and  research

outcomes.
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